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I would highly suggest this book to anyone fascinated with Derren brown, the entire thing feels very

personal like your sitting across from him drinking tea or something. However, much like a

conversation, and he admits it in his "Final thoughts", the book lacks any sense of direction, it goes

everywhere and nowhere at the same time. It almost felt like reading parts of many books, or even

(with some editing) a collection of essays. This, while being interesting in it's own way, left me

feeling that i hadn't got what i wanted or what i was looking for. I think that many people will feel this

way after reading the book, like there's something missing. If your looking for tricks and how to do

them, there isn't enough, if you want to learn performance tips, there isn't enough etc etc I was

especially disappointed when later on during the cold reading and hypnosis bits, while delving very

deeply into his thoughts on the subjects, there was nearly no teaching of methods or skills or how to

do any of it, only extended essays about Derren Brown's feelings and comments on people who

practiced them. Long story short there were parts where i couldn't put it down, in fact most of it was

very interesting and fun to read, but i was inevitably left feeling that it was lacking in some way.I

would tell anyone who really enjoys Derren's work to buy it and read it it's short and it's worth it, but i

would warn people who are only somewhat curious / just looking for anything to read.KIndle users:

my star rate doesn't reflect this in anyway because i was judging the book and not the format/

editing but be extra warned, the kindle version is formatted / edited absurdly badly.
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